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CASE STUDY: RFID Enabled Automated Toll Collection
Connecting SAP R/3 Using XI.
Summary
RFID is a flexible technology that is convenient, easy to use, and well -suited for automatic operation. It
combines advantages not available with other identificat ion technologies. Advent of RFID as an emerging
technology in many applications where barcodes were previously used and in the applications which would
help in automating them and using a strong ERP Solution enabling strong advantages of both the RFID
Technology and ERP Product .
This technical document gives “RFID Plug -In for Toll Collection Connecting SAP R/3 .” Thus enabling a
strong Business Collaboration and Technology Convergence of SAP and RFID. Actually Main purpose of this
implementation is to propose a generalized plug -in and most importantly get the data into SAP via XI.
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Introduction
Background
Technology is a key component in managing the flow of goods and products, yet a gap still exists between
the digital and physical worlds. While data abstractions may represent physical objects, those abstractions
have no connection to the real world. An entry in a d atabase indicating an item is stored in a particular
location is nothing more than a snapshot taken at the moment of last human intervention. If an object is
moved, the database is no longer accurate. Eventually someone still needs to physically verify tha t the object
is present. This is beginning to change. New technology is enabling the automatic identification, or auto-ID,
of physical objects. Auto -ID is a core component of automated inventory control systems and supply chain
management. Inventories once taken by hand will be conducted automatically. Continual database updates
will better reflect the real world. essentially, snapshots will be replaced by “live video”.

Overview of Radio Frequency Identification
RFID is a flexible technology that is c onvenient, easy to use, and well -suited for automatic operation. It
combines advantages not available with other identification technologies. It does not require contact or line of-sight to operate, functions under a variety of environmental conditions, an d provides a high level of data
integrity. In addition, because the technology is difficult to counterfeit, RFID provides a high level of security.
RFID devices, such as a tag or label, can be attached to virtually anything — from a vehicle to a pallet of
merchandise.
RFID is similar in concept to bar coding. Bar code systems use an optical reader and coded labels that are
attached to items, whereas RFID uses an RFID reader and special RFID devices that are attached to items.
Bar code uses optical signals to transfer information from the label to the reader; RFID uses radio frequency
signals to transfer information from the RFID device to the reader.
RFID Advantages
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

No line-of-sight required : The positioning is not so critical
Bulk-reading capability
Unique Identification
Repeated Read/Write Capability
Accurate and Real time data
Data Capacity: Label can store a larger quantity of data
Reusability and durability
Multiple Read
Robustness: the label is better protected from the environment
Security: Data i s more secured
Cost Justification: Cost of an single RFID read -write tag may be high at present but the total cost of
an RFID implemented system is less than the bar coded system considering the benefits it reaps.
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RFID Enabled System Components

RFID
transponder
or
TagThe
function
of
an
RFID
transponder
to an interrogation request from an interrogator by returning data such as an identity code .

is

to

reply

RF Antenna - The function of the antenna is to propagate energy between the interrogator and the
transponder. The tag is attached to an antenna.
RFID Interrogator or Reader - The function of the interrogator is to manage all RF communications with the
transponders and to manage all serial communications with an attached host computer controller.
Controller - The function of the controller is to manage communications between the
database.

interrogator and the

RFID Host:-A host may be a PC, workstati on, mainframe, or portable data terminal (PDT) where the RFID
controlling application resides. That is, the host is simply the box on which you put your RFID -enabled
applications after they have been developed supported with a database is to provide an org anize repository
or collection of data.
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Basic Working Principle of RFID Technology .

www.sciam.com
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Basic Idea and Design Of the Proposed System
The basic idea behind the Proposal is to develop a RFID Plug-in which can be used for automatic
toll collection ,connected to SAP R/3 which can be further extended to other related applications like vehicle
identification or fuel filling or any other application mentioned above
This RFID Pl ug-in is a generalized plug -in which can be used for any of the RFID application . Toll
Collection is the application which we intend to implement in this proposal. As this Plug -in is connected to
SAP R/3 using ,It includes strong advantages of both RFID t echnology and SAP R/3 discussed later. It can
be extended to any other RFID based applications making minor changes in the RFID Plug -in.

RFID Plug-In Architecture

RFID PLUG-IN

SAP R/3

Commissioning of Tags

RFID
DEVICES
Reader Daemon At Toll Junction

Decommissioning Of Tags

RFID Plug-In Architecture For Toll Collection Connecting SAP R/3
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Input-Output Specification and Process Description
Algorithmic Analysis:
The Case study would have four basic modules operating.
1. Commissioning Of Tags at Vendors Location
2. Reader D aemon located a t Toll Junction
3. Decommissioning of Tags at the Vendors Location
4. SAP R/3 Back -end Operations connecting the above three modules

Functional Analysis:
1. Commissioning Of Tags at Vendors Location:
This process would be done at the vendor’s location. At the very beginning the customer has to
register himself as the user of the automatic toll collection system. The registration process will be carried out
where he has to pay a fixed amount for a period depending on his frequency of the usage of the toll system.
A contract account of the customer would be created in the SAP system. His account information and the
transaction details would be maintained in the SAP R/3 system; at this instance we are creating custom
Tables and transaction for this purpose. After the SAP account of the customer is active he will receive a
unique id i.e. Asset_Id which is an 10 digit auto generated number, which will be written on the tag (Active
Transponder) an d this tag will be place d on the wind screen of the car and the tag is commissioned.
The contract information stored in the contract ztable is than converted into an IDOC and then using
XI this IDOC is converted into an XML file and connected to our RFID module. This Asset_Id is actually
parsed from this xml file given by XI . This Asset_Id would be then written on the tag and the tag be fixed on
the windscreen of the customers car. In this way the tag is commissioned at the vendor’s location. We are
also thinking of the possibility of using the PAN -CARD No or SOCIAL SECURITY No (depending on the
country)as the Unique -id of the customer in order to make it a generalized process.
A) Input:-

An XML file is obtained from XI which actually p icks the data from SAP via an IDOC.

B) Function:- Parse the given XML file and extract the Unique -ID.
C) Output:-

Write the given Unique -ID onto the tag and commission the tag on the
Windscreen of the customer’s car.
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2. Reader Daemon located At Toll Junction
When the car reaches the tollbooth, a Interrogator (reader) at the booth sends out a signal that
wakes up the transponder on the windshield, which then reflects back a unique ID to the reader at the booth.
The Asset_Id is associated with an account opened by the car owner, who is billed by the toll authority.
Consumers spend less time fumbling for change or waiting on lines to pay their toll fee.
The interrogator continuously po lls multiple tags in Autonomous Mode; this is successfully
implementing using Threading. The interrogator obtains the Asset-Id of the tag and updates it along with
other information like timestamp, date into a flat file which is again picked up by XI and converted into an
IDOC and stored into the Billing Ztable in SAP R/3. A fixed amount would be deducted from the customers
account and using a SAP billing module a bill will be generated and would be emailed to the customer
through SAP Workflow module .
A) Input:-

A car reaching a toll booth.

B) Function:- A unique multiple read facilities would be provided wherein
the reader is enabled to read the Asset_Id of the multiple vehicles passing
the toll boot h at same time.
C) Output:-

Write the multiple read Asset-Ids along with other information as in the date
and the timestamp into a flat file which is again picked up by XI and converted into an
IDOC and updated into the Billing Ztable in SAP R/3. This information would be latter used
by the Customized B ILLING module to generate the bill and emailed to the respective
Customer informin g him about his balance using workflow .Once the data read from the tag
is stored in an IDOC form lot of powerful features provided by SAP product can
Used, further making this application more beneficial and powerful.

3. Decommissioning of Tags At the Vendors Location
If a customer has to discontinue these services he has to inform the vendor and visit him. So that
the data from the tag is deleted his transactions are cleared and his cont ract account in SAP system is
deleted and thus the Tag is decommissioned so that it can be reused for another customer.
A) Input:-

Tagged asset ( owner’s car) having the Unique -Id written on it.

B) Function:- Erasing the information from the Transpond er.
C) Output:-

The Tag is decommissioned and ready for re -use.

4. SAP R/3 Back-end Operations connecting the above three modules
This module would be working in backend in co -ordination with the above three modules through out
the process lif e cycle. The details of its usage are already mentioned in the above modules.
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Implementation Details
I plan to write a separate document regarding the complete implementation details of the above mentioned
case study. Here are some highlights.
RFID Side
We are using T6 STANDARD for RFID .Here are some of the features.
1. Accepted by ANSI T6 committee
2. under consideration by international standards bodies
3. Clearly defines API
a. Function Call Nomenclature / Purpose
b. Data Structure Nomenclature / Pu rpose
c. Specific Function Calls / Parameters
d. Supports “interoperability” between T -6-compliant vendors
The entire RFID Plug -in is an VC++ (MFC) application. For XML parsing we are using an ATL based parser
which can parse any XML file.
Hardware Require ments:
All the required RFID hardware could be provided by any of the manufacturer of RFID equipments. Actually
RFID implementation depends lot on the hardware we are using. For this case study implementation we are
using the simulators and devices provid ed by INTERMEC which is one of the leading manufacturers of RFID
hardware.
1.Passive multiple read/write tags: 915 MHz Container Tag
2. Fixed Interrogator with antenna: The Intellitag® Fixed Reader
3. Antenna: Cushcraft Communication Antenna
SAP Side
On SAP side we are integrating many components with this RFID Plug -in .At this instance we are using
ztables for demonstration as our main concern is to get the RF data into SAP system. Later we intend to use
the standard functionalities available with SAP.
We are using XI as the middleware which connects to SAP R/3 via an IDOC. We are having an e -mail facilty
through which both the concerned Vendor authority and the customer is informed regarding the transaction
and the threshold information using Workflow.

Possible Benefits Of Proposed Toll Collection
§
§

RFID is an emerging technology to identify and track an asset (CAR) using Radio frequency.
Consumers spend less time fumbling for change or waiting on lines to pay their toll fee.
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Real time and accurate inform ation about the assets (CAR) and their transactions is present in the
SAP system .
Tags can be reused.
Get the transaction information of any customer at any time.
Enabling Faster and accurate method of Toll Collection as no manual intervention is required,
reducing Time consumption of the customer and reaping more financial benefits to the vendors.
The usage of RFID is widening with an increasing Return on Investment (ROI)
SAP is a key player in applying RFID to business applications, with many live custome rs around the
world
Make SAP RFID solution part of ESA family and many more

The benefits are absolutely endless.

Possible Commercial Application of The Proposed RFID Plug-In
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Industrial automation
Building access control
Skiing arenas
Anti-Theft-Devices
Toll Collection
Electronic Article Surveillance(EAS)
logistics
Asset Management
Waste Management
Yard Management
Fare Collection
Animal Identification
Luggage Tracking in Airports
Industrial laundries
Fugitive Emission Detection
Totes/Conveyor
Vehicle Identification
Automotive Anti -theft
Employee Identification

Conclusion
This Plug-In can be used for implementing any of the above mentioned RFID appl ication connecting it with
SAP making certain changes in the design depe nding on the hardware used and the bus iness logic.
Automated toll collection is the application which is taken as a case study an RFID application connected to
an Powerful ERP Product l ike SAP is an innovative idea, giving powerful advantages and benefits catered by
both RFID technology and SA P R/3.
Though RFID is widely us ed in US and other foreign countries, use of RFID and its applications is very less
or redundant in India probably due to its cost factor. But considering the market pressures, commercial
benefits, financial profits it reap s after few years this technology is making amicable progress in India.
Already big software giants like WIPRO have launched themselves in RFID research and application.
So future of RFID in India is very bright , this technology is already buzzing around
collaboration RFID technology convergence holds the key.

thus SAP business
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces
and therefore is not supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can
be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the inform ation, code or methods
suggested in this document, and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of
this technical article or code sam ple, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content
within this document and the materials and services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or
seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this document.
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IBM, DB2, DB2 Universal Database, OS/2, Parallel Simplex, MVS/ESA, AIX, S/390, AS/400, OS/390, OS/400, iSeries, pSeries, xSeries,
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trademarks or registered trademarks of IBM Corporation.
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UNIX, X/Open, OSF/1, and Motif are registered trademarks of the Open Group.
Citrix, ICA, Program Neighborhood, MetaFrame, WinFrame, VideoFrame, and MultiWin are trademarks or registered trademarks of
Citrix Systems, Inc.
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HTML, XML, XHTML and W3C are trademarks or registered trademarks of W3C®, World Wide Web Consortium, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Java is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
JavaScript is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc., used under license for technology invented and implemented by
Netscape.
MaxDB is a trademark of MySQL AB, Sweden.
SAP, R/3, my SAP, mySAP.com, xApps, xApp, SAP NetWeaver, and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as
their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany and in several other countries all over the world.
All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained in this document
serves informational purposes only. National product specifications may vary.
These materials are subject to change without notice. These materials are provided by SAP AG and its affiliated companies ("SAP
Group") for informational purposes only, without represent ation or warranty of any kind, and SAP Group shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP Group products and services are those that are set forth in the
express warranty statements accompanying suc h products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an
additional warranty.
These materials are provided “as is” without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.
SAP shall not be liable for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or consequential damages that may
result from the use of these materials.
SAP does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links or other items contained within these
materials. SAP has no control over the information that you may access through the use of hot links contained in these materia ls and
does not endorse your use of third party web pages nor provide any warranty whatsoever relating to third party web pages.
Any software coding and/or code lines/strings (“Code”) included in this documentation are only examples and are not intended t o be
used in a productive system environment. The Code is only intended better explain and visualize the syntax and phrasing rules of
certain coding. SAP does not warrant the correctness and completeness of the Code given herein, and SAP shall not be liabl e for errors
or damages caused by the usage of the Code, except if such damages were caused by SAP intentionally or grossly negligent.
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